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SU MMAHY 

The lattice parameters of LaRu2, Cd{u~ alld l'rHu2 have been measured from 
approximatrly 20° to 800°. 900° and 650"(', rc!-p('ct i\'C ly , The lattice parameters ex
pand smoothly and continuously as the " ' llql('r; llIIIT is incrrased. CeRu2. however. 
expands at a much greater rate than ei () I ( r I.a l{ u2 or l'rR1I2. This greater rate is 
thought to be due to the transfer of 0 ,0 ; v) ('droll from the valence band to a one
electron 41 band by thermal excitatiun , 

INTHODtJCTION 

Cerium metal is known to unc1crg. 1;11 1 .,1.,(,( r(l ll i,' l ransforma tion** * at either I 

atm and II6°K or 7.670 atm and 298" K " ~ ' This tr;lll , i(i()J) illvolves the transfer of 
about 0.6 elec tron per atom from thl' ..J ( ) ,;tll') tt) the usSd valence band as the cerium 
is cooled or compressed 2. For a Illll nbl' I or illk rlll(' tal\i c compounds cerium is known 
to be in the higher valent form at stalld;1 rd k mpera,tllrc and pressure. Thus. it was 
thought that heating one of these COI11 ) 1(1111111" might calise thc ceriulll t o undergo an 
electronic transformation from the tetr;t\'a l( 'nt tn th!' tr ivalent state. If a compound 
shou ld undergo stich a transformation then (111(' would ('XPl'ct a large volume change to 
occur. which could be easily detected by thcrmal expansion measurements, 

CeRu2 was chosen as the compound to bc studied because it has a cubic struc
ture (CIS. MgCu2 type Laves phase) and because its lattice constant deviates farther 
from the smooth curve established for the corresponding tri valent RRl12 Laves phase 
compounds (where R = La. Pro Nd etc,.) than do those of any of the other CeM2 
compounds (where M = Mg. AI, Ni . Rh. Os, Ir and Pt) from the respective curves 
established for the RM2 compoul)ds. GSCHNEIDNERJ shows that for CeM2 compounds 
the difference between the theoretical lattice constants (for trivalent cerium only) and 

• Work performcd undcr the auspices of the U.S, Atomic E nergy Commission, 
.. Present address: Department of Metallurgy and Institute (or Atomic Rcsearch. Iowa State 
University, I\mes, Iowa, (U.S.A.), 
... Although this electronic transformation has hcen known (or nearly 15 years th c reader is refer
red to two recent papers (refs, r at'd 2). which summarize the older pertinent literature and also 
more recent data. 
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